CITY'S JAILS LIKE CONCENTRATION CAMPS....

3,000 PROTEST GAY DEATHS

GAY U.S.O. SHOW A BIG HIT! Veterans
love Gay's show!

NEW FAR RIGHT FASCISTS....!

SUPERVISORS VOTE 9-0 TO
CLOSE Gay Bar

ASSASSINATION of HARVEY MILK &
MAYOR MOSCONIE

Grand Jury Investigation of the
NO APOLOGIES!
May 21st Riot

GAY YOUTHS vs. POLICE

BOY/MAN SEX WITCH HUNT
ENTRAPMENT CIRCLE GROWS
S.F.'s Own "Boys From Boise" Witch Hunt.....

Join The Fight Against
The Right
EDITORIAL:

"But Ray, you can't quit! You've kept the cops on their toes, and more importantly you've kept them serving. Your work has been spot on dollars but not so safe! You just had to do it.

So went the phone calls to me when I announced that the San Francisco Crusader has gone "silent." I believe this is due in part to the fact that after years of fighting the old guard, the Crusader was finally torn down by the authorities. But I also feel that the fact that after years of fighting the old guard, the Crusader was finally torn down by the authorities. But I also feel that..."

California HEADhunters

SENATE PASSES LAW WHICH WILL OUTLAW REAL ESTATE

One of the most obscure and absurd laws to come off the old turnpike in many a year is the law which requires the California Senate with one hand to require the sale of all real estate to be handled by licensed agents and with the other hand to declare that the sale of "water pipe"..."

The California State Senate believes that the sale of these licenses is a good change of passage unless VOI get off your lazy bones and call and write letters to your Assemblyman and demand they vote against it!!

"Just love John Russo (JR)"

BOB DAMRON’S ADDRESS BOOK ‘82

SANS-SAUCHE-HOTELS-BEAUTIFUL-HOTELS-RESTAURANTS-USA-CANADA-CARIBBEAN-SOON

SUNDAY-BUSINESS ENTERPRISES

145-2264-5840

THE SUNDAY BRUNCH

11:00-12:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.

CASTLE GRAND BRASSERIE

Bar and Restaurant

Serving food and drinks for the business crowd

Khorus 1111 Post Street

1-61812

THE SATURDAY BRUNCH

2-5:00 P.M.

CASTRO DISTRICT

5009-5005 FIFTH STREET #2

530-9002

END OF THE LINE

This relocation and violation of Treaties, will be a most disturbing event, and something which should not be tolerated. There is seriously threatened.

We urge you to demand that the Senate support the rights to self-determination of the people in Arizona who are Native Americans.

Send your letters of support to:

HURRICANE MOUNTAIN PROTO GROUP

c/o Larry Anderson, Box 342, Ft. Defiance, Arizona 86509 or call: (602) 729-5104.

Those in attendance and you the reader are urged to support the rights to self-determination of the people in Arizona who are Native Americans.

We urge you to demand that the Senate support the rights to self-determination of the people in Arizona who are Native Americans.

The Senate Subcommittee on Indian Affairs is top-heavy with anti-Indian senators. If they vote to support the country, they are going to support the country and..."
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5,000 gays lesbians, protest in Mexico City

by Bob McCubbin

JULY 12 — On June 27 at 12:44 p.m. a sign that read, "150 Gay Crusader" and their supporters marched down Mexico City's Paseo de la Reforma in a dramatic challenge to the federal government repression of gay rights.

Reporting on the march in the San Francisco Crusader, a reporter of the group, noted that these last year's march of 15,000,000 in Mexico City was greeted by the traditional "raining of stones". At one point, a protestor who had just been attacked by the police and was bleeding profusely, sat on the ground, wrapped in a towel, with his hands bound. He was later arrested by the police.

The authorities also tried to get the marchers to agree to the three-month march route to the capital and offered to pay them.

The intensely political and militant character of this demonstration, which has been on hunger strike for the past three years, was highlighted by the street demonstrations of angry anti-imperialist sentiments in each of the marches stopped briefly in front of the U.S. embassy and by the speakers at the rally in Alameda Park who included Lawrence Gerard Smith, the leader of the Gay Community Services Center.

The scene above is just one of hundreds you'll see.

**TO CELEBRATE YEAR TWO OF VICTORY IN MEXICO**

**FIVE THOUSAND MARCH IN SAN FRANCISCO**

Over 5,000 participants turned out in a march to demand that the U.S. government recognize gay rights in Mexico. The marchers, who started at 12:00 noon, walked from the Olympic Center to the U.S. Embassy.

They carried signs demanding the end of the U.S. occupation of Mexico, the release of all political prisoners, and the recognition of gay rights in Mexico.

The intensely political and militant character of this demonstration, which has been on hunger strike for the past three years, was highlighted by the street demonstrations of angry anti-imperialist sentiments in each of the marches stopped briefly in front of the U.S. embassy and by the speakers at the rally in Alameda Park who included Lawrence Gerard Smith, the leader of the Gay Community Services Center.

All the costs are strong with VOON's being a standard, compact and easy to carry. A tiny camera that will cost you just $150.

We wrote of these things. Gerard hired a slick lawyer who could help to negotiate between each to be just what he or she is looking for and having each meet with good background...but obviously they just don't know San Francisco at all.

Perhaps we in San Francisco are more spoiled than residents of other American cities in having been used to the extraordinary expectations of gay rights at such events. But although the Anita Bryant phenomenon is a national phenomenon and not just an San Francisco phenomenon, we still have the right to expect our demands to be met.

Children of a Lesser God is a biting satire...but with a highly unusual script. The play is a brilliant play on many levels, satirizing both the FOB's as well as the ABC's delving into stories of Chinese immigrant, one who is automatically looked down upon...but who turns out to be just what she is looking for and having each meet with good background...but obviously they just don't know San Francisco at all.

Money is too hard to come by these days, and gay just don't have no access to any funds to help the local economy.

The third, Lanford Wilson's FOB's is their finest offering in some time, and should not be missed.

In Chinese-American slang, FOB does not mean, Free On Board, but Fork Off The Butch. It is a satire on the world of sign-language. Unfortu­nately, the script is extremely weak dramatically. The result is a stab in the dark, with little love story comedy...boy meets girl, boy gets girl, and the play ends with the girl's ex-boyfriend.

The Plays are...recommended. On the plus side, there are two absolutely show stealing performances. One (played by Richard Burtor) who is a gay character always made me laugh, especially after so many shows that it was almost a stereotype. But still, it is a well written play.

THE LYNCEUS: LIGHTS BY CINDY CAROLYN

**THEATRE* CABARET**

**CAMELOT**

**PASEO DE LA REFORMA** in Mexico City, where the gay rights march was held.

Shakespeare plays up as Berkeley, this time in Louise Brown's Shakespeare's final play, 478.478.50 for those who are about the trend. An excellent production that seems to go out of its way to try to confuse the audience with wells of age on age casting, quality of acting, the play, to be quite honest, is quite Stewart (who was the King James version of the role, and the official version) and was...and a rather CONTINUED ON PAGE 5.

**WHAT PRICE "TOKYO"?**

Each spring, features are spent on advertising and distribution costs to drum up as much business as possible for the film. However, the price of a ticket is not raised just because we think it is. It is a film that should be seen for what it is....50 years and 70 years on.

The same does not apply to the US for the film, "Tokyo." The film, which was released last year and which was a major success in the US, was a film that was not given the attention it deserved.

We write of these things. Gerard hired a slick lawyer who could help to negotiate between each to be just what he or she is looking for and having each meet with good background...but obviously they just don't know San Francisco at all.

The Plays are...recommended. On the plus side, there are two absolutely show stealing performances. One (played by Richard Burtor) who is a gay character always made me laugh, especially after so many shows that it was almost a stereotype. But still, it is a well written play.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

RECENT & RECOMMENDED

fanciful and exceedingly repetitious characterization of

as written, Alex Brede is excellent as Shakespeare, and

some, nice parallels to modern author's problems....it
tries to capture the spirit of those days....and draws
Christopher Marlowe, but although the play makes
Michael Harrington superb, as the cynical but brilliant
suffers from a lack of cohesiveness of purpose and mean­
tion "Lust In Space" at the Boarding House. Basically
make it, more or less, a book show. The first act is heavy
Francisco ones and this split personality is too apparent
"Paranoia" sung to the Hallelujah choms
"you can't put labels of gayness" and a wonderful campy
cast seem to be working too hard .....straining so that
comedy misses.....too often the undeniably talented
one feels he's being dared not to laugh.
for costumes, which are indeed eye-catching, but rarely
tends to make a fairly expensive evening.
the Moral Majority. Very '50s humor, and tired, and not
comprising two separate programs. Half of these num­
waiting at the airport

"Paranoic" to many of John Phillip Sousa's best '
red, of white and blue uniforms, the Ballet company
by Balanchine to many of John Phillip Sousa's best '

SAN FRANCISCO BALLET

SAN FRANCISCO, July 21 --- Rathjen, Who­
liquor and wine industry in all of the United
San Francisco business which has handled some
ket a few years ago with the hiring of David
hired him. And today, thanks to the hard work­
testing the good will of Rathjen and their salespersons,
various community endeavors as the budget will
In addition to just having five gay personnel,
works for the B of A

THE SAN FRANCISCO EAGLE (see the ad below!!!!!!!).

THE SAN FRANCISCO CRUSADER

IT'S SAN FRANCISCO'S DANCE-CRUISE BAR
Friday - ACAPELLA'S GOLD with Paul Parker
July 31st

SAN FRANCISCO, July 21 --- Rathjen, WHO­

elected to just having five gay personnel,
Rathjen has been busy in the field of public re­
lations with the gay community, supporting various
community endorsements that the budget will
allow.
The good will of Rathjen and their salespeople,
like a David Monroe, has helped them to grow
just about the number one firm with gays.

S.F. LITTLE

IT'S SAN FRANCISCO'S DANCE-CRUISE BAR
Friday - ACAPELLA'S GOLD with Paul Parker
July 31st

398 12th St. S.F.CA 94103
22" x 28" Posters Available, $7.50 by Mail
PREVIEW...that strange Hotel "theatre bar" on Geary, where the Golden Gate exit...is getting stranger...!

The pleasant (well, most of the time) RUSS COMPTON...PREVIEWS..."that strange kinda "theatre bar" on Geary"...

The stipulations on Russ's entertainment permit which would drive the tenants of the hotel above and below crazy!! Yuk yuk!! "PIGS AT WORK?"...On Wednesday evening, July 15...at about 7pm on Market by the Golden Gate Club!). Shame on the Mother...but now he is at the Market of us.- But now he is at the Market of a Texas reformatory...now 19?? Could it belong to a former inmate of Grand Duke-Greuid Duchess??????

What used to be is gone i gueeeess! Of us.- But now he is at the Market of a Texas reformatory...now 19?? Could it belong to a former inmate of Grand Duke-Greuid Duchess??????

At your social left is PATTY PACKARD of Redwood country who is very close to JR (John Russo) candidate for Grand Duke '81. JR looks like a sure winner...he is running a quasi the Mouse-Marcus backed Fi-Castro backing candidate. Don't let the Folk liberal voters support the rules of the Council of Grand Duke & Duchess!!!...Alright, they didn't ask him to run...did you Find? Rock 'n' roll?...oh, boy, etc. did!!!

Who is it? that's Alex Beale??? who is his 12 year old star on the title of "the world's most beautiful boy"...Oh well, JR is the ONLY real Clarion Russian candidates for these!!!!

...Empire title prizing shakers??????...the end is in sight for the title of Emperor-shakers...:)

Fair. Don't forget to bring your pic...the Emperor Norton County Fair. Don't forget to bring your pasted pets and the pillows and cats. Cool, real cool babies!!!!

Speaking of "kisses of death"...that's Besarid clowns...who seemed to be a total of the 27 pigs-in-space action. And the end of the title??????...Emperor title getting shakier!!!!!!!

None of OUR people running...WHO are running again?....Fred? Rick? etc?...oh yes, etc. did!!

Oh well, JR is the ONLY real Czarist Russian candidate in full theme and the people DO have good judgement and they will vote for JR for Grand Duke and not a south of Market imitator!...KlMO's is NOT, and i repeat, NOT for sale. Operations continue on as usual with the same excellent crew on hand ready & willing to serve you, including DAVID CAPPERTY, TANNEY LYNCH and GARY....three fine oh fine people... and of course...CHRIS of Alabama...."looking good!!!" DARIUS RYAN COURTICE has a headache...
AND NOW...

Gay Area
PRIVATE TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
SAN FRANCISCO
AND
GAY AREAS STATEWIDE

GOES INTO SEMI-ANNUAL EDITIONS
(Special Discounts for Current Advertisers)
1st "UPDATE" EDITION—DECEMBER 1, 1981
ANOTHER 30,000 FREE COPIES!!
Timed Just Right for Christmas Shopping
the "BUY GAY" way

• LIST YOURSELF FREE, IN WHITE PAGES
• FREE BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL LISTINGS
• HUNDREDS OF BUSINESS ADVERTISERS
• DISTRICT GROUPINGS BY LOCATION
• OUT OF TOWN DISTRIBUTION
• FULL COLOR AVAILABLE
• DEADLINE—MONDAY NOVEMBER 2, 1981
CALL NOW—415/861-3905

"The World’s First Gay Phone Directory"

Send Coupon NOW to
G.A.D.
BOX 14752
SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA 94114

Information:
Call Bob Adams
415/861-3905

Office: 470 Castro #207
San Francisco, CA 94114

FREE COMPLETE AND MAIL CARD NOW:
S.A.D., Box 14752, San Francisco, CA 94114 861-3905

I WANT TO BE LISTED IN THE
GAY AREAS PRIVATE TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
I authorize and request listing and publication in the Gay Areas Private Telephone Directory, and this authorization is good until cancelled or changed.

Name:

Nickname or Business Name:

Business Type:

Address:

City:

State:

Signature:

Phone:

NOTE: Check here PLEASE CONTACT ME REGARDING ADVERTISEMENT.

At your left hand is BOB BUSHI the very gay area manager of the SF CRUSADER (next edition only). He gives these inside tips on how to quickly become a REAL "LEATHER MAN" in SF. He is the real McCoy, straight out of the closet and a real straight talker. He is the main man for all Gay Area Directory business and will get you a listing anywhere.

Because when you are the Council of Grand Dukes and Duchesses going to pay Bob Dunn who is a friend of the former Grand Duchess Karen, you are at the top of the Gay Area Directory business and you are putting all your weight behind the Council of Grand Dukes who are the single largest group in the City.

Any questions go to Bob at 861-3905 who can answer your questions and put you in touch with all the Gay Area Directory business and get you a listing anywhere.

MARK SMITHMAY, that top guy at the top of the Market at Church Street, was jumped by 3 guys shortly after getting off work in broad daylight (2:30 pm) on Thursday July 9th. He said they were 15 to 25 and dark complected, and it happened on Market between 8th and 9th and "giggled". We report this to you as the first of a spotty group which too many of you have been giving oh no no more money to. CUAH! Can't be a rape, so what did it mean?

Who is the Famous Emperor? MARKY, that's who, just look at his name. At your left is Lee Raymond well known for giving up? Anymore.

L.E.R. is very "mother Russia" to all of us. The Grand Duchess candidates are peculiarly the last group of the day. Yes Horne are so far?? And... only 25 of us are male enough to use half the alphabet. Nor are we fair. Roger thinks he's very much a nurse. Well, don't we think? We can't believe it when we see a nurse! So L.E.R.

If you don't recognize that name, you are in the wrong city but you will be there soon, like September??????

...We are talking about the 10th Cruiser Day float. Wasn't it nice????

...It was a real celebration. We truly hope he roasts in Texas or Mexico or wherever he is at...for days and years!!!!!!!!

...The CRUSADER will be no more... JIMMY who? He's always J.R. for Grand Duke!! He is the left....so lose it and the right....so toughen up...and with what he has! Is real and knows how to do it! JIMMY looks like a 40 year old man, Bob Ross, Marcus, looking for another boyfriend .....he and Mr. Marcus are aging....even the men like JIMMY at 52 Turk Street. So, Fat is ok, but not on younj people or lose your $$$!

...Talking about fat....

...Is it true???? That MEL WAHL???

...Our definition of "Fat" is anyone who doesn't do the right thing. "right thing" Russia theme the title calls for.

...One of the Grand Duke candidates got a real threat of violence. He is running for GRAND DUKE of Mother Russia and not Grand Duke of your city! And he will be celebrating his 19th Birthday soon, like September????????

...The special party for Grand Duke candidates was at 9th. They called him a "fruit" for Grand Duke, and his votes were tallied at 9th. And YOU ARE the kiss of death to the candidate of choice to your boy or lose your $$$! Not having any parties??? Dear,

...The real reason the SF CRUSADER will be no more, the "UKU" reason is because of the "UKU" group, because of the "UKU" people. He is the left....so lose it and the right....so toughen up...and with what he has! Is real and knows how to do it! JIMMY looks like a 40 year old man, Bob Ross, Marcus, looking for another boyfriend .....he and Mr. Marcus are aging....even the men like JIMMY at 52 Turk Street. So, Fat is ok, but not on younj people or lose your $$$!

...Talking about fat....

...For days and years!!!!!!!!

...And a sad note to the fire is that certain not too honest individuals have collected funds...for the firefighters families during a crisis....you always find leeches and other than the fabulous ROBERT/BOBBY who dances across the street (and I wish in my bed) with a real man, GARTH (January)...

...Talking about fat....

...Is it true???? That MEL WAHL???

...Our definition of "Fat" is anyone who doesn't do the right thing. "right thing" Russia theme the title calls for.

...One of the Grand Duke candidates got a real threat of violence. He is running for GRAND DUKE of Mother Russia and not Grand Duke of your city! And he will be celebrating his 19th Birthday soon, like September????????

...The special party for Grand Duke candidates was at 9th. They called him a "fruit" for Grand Duke, and his votes were tallied at 9th. And YOU ARE the kiss of death to the candidate of choice to your boy or lose your $$$! Not having any parties??? Dear,
SAN FRANCISCO, July 14—43 elderly residents of our Central City area enjoyed a delicious dinner and a wonderful time at the monthly free lunch and free bingo of the Old Folks Defense League of the Orthodox Episcopal Church of God. And there were prizes and more prizes this time, and some of them were "spills" and we don't mean the religious kind (thanks to Ralphie's Dave Moments). The food was cooked by RRH Crown Princess Daisy and was served by Dave, J.K., Brian, and Reverend Ray.

As you may have read, one of the Old Folks of the Old Folks Defense League was recently arrested 81 year old immigrant Michael Nastasi for "adjusting his hernia truss" while in the Bank for indecent exposure, although he never exposed anything, except the viciousness of the cops and services of the Old Folks Defense League. The League was formed in early 1970 after the SFPD ...
5th INCREDIBLE WEEK! NOW PLAYING EXCLUSIVELY!

HANDSOME

A JOE GAGE FILM

the nob hill cinema
729 bush st.  tele:7819468

Final Weeks